
From: John McDowell
To: Council, City
Subject: FTTP: Please support Option 2 to bring residential fiber to unserved areas of Palo Alto
Date: Monday, December 19, 2022 12:35:57 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from john@mcdowell.com. Learn why this is
important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Council,

I am writing to voice my agreement with former UAC Commissioner Don Jackson's below
letter in support of Option 2 for FTTP.

I currently live in a part of Professorville with underground utilities. AT&T does not serve us
with fiber, so there is no competition with Comcast for good internet service. Option 3 is a
non-option that just gives up on actual residential fiber options.

I like Don's proposal to allow residents to escalate commitment by prepaying for 2 years of
FTTP service up front-- refundable only if the city doesn't reasonably deliver. This can also
show that our neighborhood is willing to pay for a fiber option!

Palo Alto is in.a great position to step in and address this need. Please support option 2 to
bring residential fiber to Professorville and the downtown areas.

Thank you,
John McDowell

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Don Jackson <don.jackson@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Dec 19, 2022 at 11:29 AM

A copy of my email (to city.council@cityofpaloalto.org) is
appended below.

Don

===========

Honorable Council Members,
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I am writing in support of proceeding with FTTP, either
Options 1 or 2.

UAC and Staff have recommended Option-2, although I vastly
prefer Option-1, 
my perception is that there probably isn’t enough community
support for Option-1,
therefore Option-2 is likely the best we can do at present, 
so I strongly support proceeding with that plan.

If council fails to choose Options 2 or 1, then I would very
reluctantly support Option-3, 
but ONLY because it is obvious we should proceed with the
upgrade/expansion of our existing dark-fiber backbone.
As I previously commented to the UAC:

Option 3 is to effectively abandon the FTTP effort and
proceed only to update/upgrade the existing dark-fiber
network.  
The stated claim to subsequently collaborate with private
ISPs to encourage them to invest in fiber to locations they
have previously declined to support is a delusion, at best.  
The City’s previous “collaboration” with Google Fiber
years ago resulted only in Google’s withdrawal from Palo
Alto, 
in favor of more cooperative jurisdictions.  
Another well-known example of the City’s inhospitably to
businesses (even those that directly support our climate
goals!) 
is that many rooftop solar contractors refuse to work in
Palo Alto, due to the City’s unique and onerous



permitting, 
inspection, and electrical-interconnection standards and
requirements. 
The City has repeatedly failed (for over a decade!) to
streamline permitting and construction processes, why is
FTTP going to be any different?  
Let’s be honest about this option: we are giving up on
FTTP, and will just continue (and upgrade) our
existing dark-fiber utility.

Again, Option-3 is not “bad”, but it isn’t FTTP.

To reiterate concerns/comments I have made previously
regarding the buildout/phasing and implementation of Options
1 and 2:

I agree that it is best to prioritize the buildout to avoid
competition with existing ATT-Fiber service areas, 
and within those areas priortizing neighborhoods with highest
demand.
However, I seriously question the contention that targeting
“lower cost” (e.g. aerially-served customers) is best, 
any aerially-served neighborhood will ALSO be the lowest
cost for any ATT-Fiber expansion, 
so the current lack of ATT-Fiber competiton/service in those
neighborhoods may quickly change.  
I contend that neighborhoods with underground-service and
high demonstrated demand will be the best and strongest
customer base for a CPAU FTTP service.

If there is any concern about the strength/steadfastness of



customer demand indicated by the fiber survey “$50 deposit”
program, 
and a stronger measure of demand is deemed important, 
I suggest a higher standard to measure true commitment, for
example, 
prospective customers in a neighborhood could pre-pay for 1-2
years of Internet service, 
refundable only if CPAU doesn’t begin service to that
neighborhood within 2 years (for example).

Respectfully,

Don Jackson
Former UAC Commissioner (6/2019-5/2021)



From: Don Jackson
To: Council, City
Cc: UAC
Subject: Public Comment re "Fiber to the Premises", agenda item #20, council meeting of 2022-12-19
Date: Monday, December 19, 2022 10:47:01 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Honorable Council Members,

I am writing in support of proceeding with FTTP, either
Options 1 or 2.

UAC and Staff have recommended Option-2, although I vastly
prefer Option-1, 
my perception is that there probably isn’t enough community
support for Option-1,
therefore Option-2 is likely the best we can do at present, 
so I strongly support proceeding with that plan.

If council fails to choose Options 2 or 1, then I would very
reluctantly support Option-3, 
but ONLY because it is obvious we should proceed with the
upgrade/expansion of our existing dark-fiber backbone.
As I previously commented to the UAC:

Option 3 is to effectively abandon the FTTP effort and
proceed only to update/upgrade the existing dark-fiber
network.  
The stated claim to subsequently collaborate with private
ISPs to encourage them to invest in fiber to locations they
have previously declined to support is a delusion, at best.  
The City’s previous “collaboration” with Google Fiber
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years ago resulted only in Google’s withdrawal from Palo
Alto, 
in favor of more cooperative jurisdictions.  
Another well-known example of the City’s inhospitably to
businesses (even those that directly support our climate
goals!) 
is that many rooftop solar contractors refuse to work in
Palo Alto, due to the City’s unique and onerous
permitting, 
inspection, and electrical-interconnection standards and
requirements. 
The City has repeatedly failed (for over a decade!) to
streamline permitting and construction processes, why is
FTTP going to be any different?  
Let’s be honest about this option: we are giving up on
FTTP, and will just continue (and upgrade) our
existing dark-fiber utility.

Again, Option-3 is not “bad”, but it isn’t FTTP.

To reiterate concerns/comments I have made previously
regarding the buildout/phasing and implementation of Options
1 and 2:

I agree that it is best to prioritize the buildout to avoid
competition with existing ATT-Fiber service areas, 
and within those areas priortizing neighborhoods with highest
demand.
However, I seriously question the contention that targeting
“lower cost” (e.g. aerially-served customers) is best, 
any aerially-served neighborhood will ALSO be the lowest



cost for any ATT-Fiber expansion, 
so the current lack of ATT-Fiber competiton/service in those
neighborhoods may quickly change.  
I contend that neighborhoods with underground-service and
high demonstrated demand will be the best and strongest
customer base for a CPAU FTTP service.

If there is any concern about the strength/steadfastness of
customer demand indicated by the fiber survey “$50 deposit”
program, 
and a stronger measure of demand is deemed important, 
I suggest a higher standard to measure true commitment, for
example, 
prospective customers in a neighborhood could pre-pay for 1-2
years of Internet service, 
refundable only if CPAU doesn’t begin service to that
neighborhood within 2 years (for example).

Respectfully,

Don Jackson
Former UAC Commissioner (6/2019-5/2021)



From: Jeff Hoel
To: Council, City
Cc: Hoel, Jeff (external); UAC
Subject: COMMENTS: 12-19-22 staff report about FTTP
Date: Saturday, December 17, 2022 12:47:57 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Council members,

On 12-19-22, you will consider an item about FTTP:

"The Utilities Advisory Commission (UAC) and Staff Recommend the City Council Approve Option 2 for Building Fiber-to-the-Premises (FTTP) Under a Phased Approach"
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/city-council-agendas-minutes/2022/20221219/20221219pccsm-amended.pdf

Below the "######" line, please see a copy of the staff report, to which I have added my comments (paragraphs in red beginning with "###").  I have also highlighted (in yellow)
things I wanted comment about.

I'd also like to make some general comments.

1.  Of the three options presented in the staff report, I prefer "Option 1," building out FTTP citywide in the next five years.

2.  I don't think staff has supported its claim that the City needs to build a new fiber backbone, separate from the citywide FTTP network.  It's estimated cost is $25.6 million.  (But
by not building it, we wouldn't realize $10.9 million in savings by building both the backbone and FTTP networks together.  So maybe the net savings by not building the new fiber
backbone would be only $14.7 million.)  Staff used to say we needed a new fiber backbone to do smart meters, but then all the fiber infrastructure to support smart meters was
constructed using the existing dark fiber network.  Staff says the new fiber backbone is needed for FTTP, but staff proposes to use only three huts for FTTP.  What would it cost to
connect three huts to a central office using the existing dark fiber network?  Has staff considered putting extra fiber strands into the FTTP network to support all of the City's dark
fiber needs?

3.  Staff hasn't specified the architecture it intends to use for the citywide FTTP network.  PON might be less expensive in the short run.  (How much less expensive?)  But active
Ethernet (AE) might be more futureproof.  The architecture choice may affect how many huts are needed.  Is AE feasible with just three huts?  If the City chooses PON, how many
premises might share a PON net?

4.  How does staff make sure that the fiber infrastructure will accommodate future growth in housing?

5.  Can we have an update on the possibility of federal funding?  I think Magellan was supposed to be monitoring this potential opportunity.  (I'm not optimistic, given that most
federal funding these days is for "unserved" and "underserved" areas, and the feds think "underserved" means less than 25/3 Mbps.)

6.  The City should deploy citywide municipal FTTP to assure that residents and businesses have sufficient communications services for generations to come.  Competition
among private sector entities has not been -- and will not be -- adequate to assure this.  Palo Alto likes to brag about its "full suite" of municipal utilities: electric, gas, water,
wastewater, and dark fiber.
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/Departments/Utilities
These days, FTTP communications deserves to be considered a utility, too, which means that a "full suite" should include it.

Thanks.

Jeff

-------------------
Jeff Hoel
731 Colorado Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94303
-------------------

###################################################################################################################################

COMMENTS:
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City of Palo Alto (ID # 14800)
City Council Staff Report

Meeting Date: 12/19/2022
Report Type: Action Items

Title: The Utilities Advisory Commission (UAC) and Staff Recommend the City Council Approve Option 2 for Building Fiber-to-the-Premises (FTTP) Under a Phased Approach
From: City Manager
Lead Department: Utilities

Recommendation

The Utilities Advisory Commission (UAC) and staff recommend City Council approve option 2 for building Fiber-to-the-Premises (FTTP) under a phased approach:

Option 1. Build fiber backbone and FTTP within five years with $98M Revenue Bond. Construction costs of $127.9 million to build the fiber backbone and FTTP distribution
network based on the business models developed, plus $15 million to provide City-owned internet service provider (ISP) services totaling $142.9 million for the entire project.
Fiber fund balance at $34 million, leaving a funding gap of $98 million, which may be covered with a revenue bond.

► Option 2. Build fiber backbone and FTTP under a phased approach without Revenue Bond. Allocate $34M from the Fiber fund and $13M from the Electric fund to build the fiber
backbone and build phase one of the FTTP distribution network under a phased approach.

Option 3. Build fiber backbone, pause City-owned ISP plans, and collaborate with private ISPs. Build the fiber backbone to increase reliability and capacity for dark fiber licensing
and support some “smart city” initiatives. Collaborate with ISP providers to improve broadband in Palo Alto. Pause FTTP efforts and potentially redistribute some fiber surplus to
support other City initiatives such as grid modernization or electrification.
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Executive Summary

This report is a culmination of research and findings for building fiber backbone and citywide FTTP, including follow-up information from the joint session held on September 19,
2022 (Staff Report #13956).

###  09-19-22 staff report:
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https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/reports/city-manager-reports-cmrs/2022/09-14-2022-id-13956.pdf

This meeting will provide Council an opportunity to review the findings and information accumulated so far, weigh the options for moving forward with FTTP, consider staff and
UAC’s recommendation, and provide staff with feedback on how to proceed. This report contains follow-up information requested from the joint session and options to build FTTP:

1. Comparisons to other California municipalities providing fiber service

###  Staff's 11-02-22 report to UAC limited the comparisons to other California municipalities (see packet page 116 here).
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/utilities-advisory-commission/archived-agenda-and-minutes/agendas-and-minutes-
2022/11-02-2022/11-02-2022-uac-agenda-and-packet.pdf
But the current report (12-19-22) includes six municipalities in other states.

2. Use of Micro-trenching to reduce construction costs and accelerate FTTP buildout

3. Use of Fiber Fund surplus for FTTP and other City services

###  "Surplus" is the wrong word.  Merriam-Webster's first definition of "surplus" is: "the amount that remains when use or need is satisfied."
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/surplus
The amount in the Fiber Fund is LESS than what is needed to deploy citywide municipal FTTP.

4. Options to build FTTP and enhance broadband in Palo Alto

The UAC unanimously (6-0, Bowie absent) recommended Option 2 – build fiber backbone and FTTP under a phased approach with existing funds ($34 million from Fiber and $13
million from Electric). The UAC did not recommend bond financing phase one of FTTP deployment due to uncertainty of customer take rate and high interest borrowing rates.
UAC also suggested staff provide periodic updates (i.e. construction, installation, financials) to UAC and Council during phase one to determine whether the City should
accelerate the FTTP buildout.

Background

On November 2, 2022

###  11-02-22 staff report:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/utilities-advisory-commission/archived-agenda-and-minutes/agendas-and-minutes-
2022/11-02-2022/11-02-2022-uac-agenda-and-packet.pdf

staff reviewed with UAC the accumulated research and findings for building the fiber backbone and several options for building FTTP shortly following the joint session held with
Council and UAC on September 19, 2022.

###  09-19-22 staff report:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/city-council-agendas-minutes/2022/20220919/20220919pccsm-amended-linked.pdf

Plans to build the fiber backbone were reviewed and the feasibility of expanding the City’s current licensing of dark fiber to end users by building out the network with a citywide
FTTP distribution network were evaluated during the joint study session. Building out the network to connect to homes and businesses is commonly known as building out the
“last mile” in a network. During the meeting with UAC, options for building the last mile to provide citywide FTTP were discussed in further detail.

There have been multiple discussions over the decade regarding the tradeoffs for offering municipal-owned FTTP to the community as a service, investments needed to build the
“last mile,” benefits and risks of becoming a new internet service provider (ISP), and various financial models and organizational structure.

###  On 12-04-02, UAC considered a FTTH Business Case and recommended proceeding to do a FTTH Business Plan.  So, really, discussions have spanned at least two
decades.

The City’s broadband consultant, Magellan, presented information demonstrating how building the last mile in the City’s fiber network infrastructure supports the City’s initiatives,
provides the community with more choice among broadband providers, and becomes a valuable telecommunication investment for the future.

However, it was acknowledged that while the City operates its own utilities and the fiber network has a successful dark fiber business model, the competitive landscape for FTTP
would be very different from managing other City-owned utilities and dark fiber licensing. The City would not only have to build a reliable FTTP distribution network capable of
delivering ultrahigh-speed Internet options, but also capture market share, provide responsive customer service and support, implement and install FTTP, and respond to
competitors’ efforts. In response to some concerns about take rate viability, Magellan presented maps based on survey
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results that could be used to infer which areas of the community had higher demand for a City-owned ISP, less competition from existing incumbents, or even where internet
speed may be slower.

###  These maps were displayed on-screen, and can be seen on the meeting video (e.g., at 3:23:33)
https://midpenmedia.org/utilities-advisory-commission-31-1122022/
But an interactive version is not available online.

This report includes some additional maps based on UAC’s feedback.

###   The REVISED staff report includes these maps at PDF pages 282, 284, and 284.

Several options for building FTTP came into focus after the joint study session and were summarily

###  "Summarily" is the wrong word.  It means "suddenly, without discussion or legal process."
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/summarily

discussed with the UAC. During the meeting with the UAC, concerns were raised regarding uncertainties surrounding the deployment of FTTP, such as rising interest rates, which
can impact cost estimates, or incumbent response and other market factors which can impact anticipated take rates. The discussion section contains some ideas to mitigate these
risks weighed alongside the various options presented to the UAC for further discussion with Council.

Discussion

The following discussion topics include follow-up information requested from the joint session and options for building FTTP.

Comparisons to other Municipalities with Fiber

According to the Institute for Local Self-Reliance Community Broadband Map, in the United States there are 83 municipal networks serving 148 communities with a publicly owned
FTTP citywide network. More broadly, there are 315 networks communities in 31 states with some form of a publicly owned network offering at least 1 gigabit services

###  The text of the cited document (from September 2021) says "more than 315 networks."
https://muninetworks.org/communitymap
But it's including some dark fiber networks, cable networks, cooperatives, and tribal networks, and apparently it's not requiring 1 Gbps uploads.  The number of municipal FTTP
networks offering 1 Gbps service may be closer to 272.  (I tried to count them from the map.)  I suspect the number has increased in the last year.
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###  These days, offering symmetrical 1 Gbps FTTP service is not as remarkable as it once was.

and more than 30 communities in 10 states with a municipal network delivering 10 gigabit services. [1]

###  These days, new municipal FTTP networks should use hardware capable of at least 10 Gbps (symmetrical), to make sure the hardware doesn't become obsolete
prematurely.

###  08-24-22 press release: "EPB Launches America’s First Community-wide 25 Gig Internet Service"
https://epb.com/newsroom/press-releases/epb-launches-americas-first-community-wide-25-gig-internet-service/

With limited resources to verify the business models of each municipal network, research was focused on high-profile municipal networks for those which are out-of-state, and
municipal networks in California since unique legal conditions in each state substantially impact the deployment of broadband networks state to state. Staff focused on well-known
municipal networks or municipal networks with easily accessible public information to search for those which contained one or more of the following traits comparable to what the
City of Palo Alto has been exploring:

 City-owned and built
 City-ISP (City is the ISP provider)

###  This seems to exclude municipalities that offer "open access" to ISPs that provide the retail services.

 City-wide (100% full buildout to all businesses and residents)

###  In this map, from 01-11-17, MuniNetworks seems to define "citywide" as covering "at least 80% of a city."
https://muninetworks.org/content/new-resource-map-list-citywide-ftth-munis
I suppose that's to include cities that aspire to be 100 percent citywide but haven't gotten there yet.

###  Why wasn't one of the criteria that the network be a FTTP network?

The resulting list in Attachment A is intended to provide the public a general idea of how other municipalities are providing fiber broadband and would require the information to be
further validated by the individual municipal network listed for accuracy. In general, many municipalities in California are either in the process of exploring fiber broadband,
providing limited fiber broadband, or partnering with a third-party as the ISP provider.

###  Again, Attachment A contains six municipalities that are not in California.

###  Of the 34 cities in Attachment A, only eight (Alameda, Chattanooga, Fort Collins, Hillsboro, Lafayette, Longmont, Loveland, and Vernon) meet all three criteria stated above
(city-owned and built, city is the ISP, and citywide coverage), if you include the cities (Fort Collins, Hillsboro, and Loveland) where citywide coverage is listed as a work in progress
("WIP").  Alameda's network wasn't even FTTP.

Several cities are

----------

[1] Institute for Local Self-Reliance Community Broadband map:  https://muninetworks.org/communitymap
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offering commercial services, and some are providing residential services under an incremental approach. Below are some examples:

Masterplan to explore fiber broadband

1. Developing a master plan
▪ Fremont
▪ Glendale

2. Completed a master plan
▪ Vallejo
▪ San Leandro

Limited, Non City-wide fiber broadband

3. Providing only dark fiber and commercial ISP (no residential)
▪ Burbank
▪ Los Angeles

4. Providing limited (instead of city-wide fiber broadband)
▪ Loma Linda (homes built after 2004)
▪ Rancho Cucamonga (greenfield developments)
▪ Santa Monica (select multi-family developments)
▪ San Bruno (hybrid fiber/coax; incumbent cable television operator)

Non City-ISP provided fiber broadband

5. Non-city ISP provider
▪ Culver City (CLEC Onward)

###  "Onward, formerly known as Inyo Networks, has been a nationally recognized internet service provider and broadband network operator since 2009."
https://business.culvercitychamber.com/list/member/onward-8152

▪ Ontario (CLEC Onward)
▪ Vallejo (CLEC Onward)
▪ Santa Cruz (Cruzio Internet)
▪ Brentwood licenses conduit to Sonic* in select areas

###  What does the asterisk mean?

Micro-trenching as an Alternative Construction Method

In response to Council’s question on micro-trenching as a method to reduce construction costs, Utilities, Public Works and Magellan evaluated the benefits and disadvantages of
applying micro-trenching in Palo Alto’s FTTP buildout.

In recent years, “micro-trenching” has emerged as a new construction method for deploying fiber infrastructure. Whereas traditional standards call for fiber to be buried at least 24-
36 inches below grade either with directional boring or trenching, micro-trenching uses thinner, shallower cuts averaging 8-16 inches in depth. Typically, these cuts are made
either in the pavement, sidewalk or the joint between the pavement and guttering. Proponents of microtrenching note the shallower placement reduces construction cost by
40%-50% and can accelerate construction schedules by three to four times of the typical timeline. Street closures can also be reduced. Thus far, only a few cities (e.g., Austin,
Texas) have successfully allowed fiber network builders to use micro-trenching as the preferred construction methodology to deploy broadband and other telecommunication
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services.

###  How many cities prefer to use microtrenching in some situations and other approaches (directional boring, conventional trenching) in other situations?

As of the writing of this report, the City has not received any inquiries from the incumbent ISPs (wired and wireless) to use microtrenching to deploy fiber.

The biggest downside to micro-trenching is the shallow depth and how this impacts future access to underground facilities for maintenance or repairs. While micro-trenching
employs cuts averaging 8-16 inches deep, Palo Alto streets are resurfaced at 6 to 18 inches deep, and
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routine cuts to access underground facilities such as electric underground lines are 24 to 36 inches deep.

###  If "routine cuts to access underground facilities ... are 24 to 36 inches deep" and "traditional standards call for fiber to be buried at least 24-36 inches below grade," why isn't
that a potential problem for traditional methods as well as for microtrenching?

Additionally, to minimize damage to trees in areas where such precaution may be necessary, new techniques in micro-trenching may need to be deployed which may significantly
impact construction. Finally, streets and sidewalks are routinely cut by contractors for underground work who would have to exercise greater precision and control to avoid cutting
shallow fiber. The shallow depths not only impact how underground facilities are accessed in the future, but this also increases the vulnerability of micro-trenched fiber to dig ups.
Although there are benefits for implementing micro-trenching, the tradeoffs in future access, ease of maintenance, risk of outages, and the time and resources to mitigate these
issues would need to be considered as well.

Effective January 2022, state law requires the City to allow micro-trenching for the installation of underground fiber if the installation in the micro-trench is limited to fiber, unless
the City makes a written finding that allowing micro-trenching for a fiber installation would have a specific, adverse impact on the public health or safety.

###  Yes.  The law is SB 378.
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220SB378
It defines a microtrench as less than 4 inches wide and between 12 inches and 26 inches deep.  (Staff's 11-02-22 report said the depth might be between 8 inches and 16 inches,
and a photo at packet page 120 showed a width of more like 1 inch.)

###  SB 378 passed with no nay votes.  (Becker and Berman voted aye.)
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billVotesClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220SB378

###  This document from Senator Gonzalez's office explains the motivation for SB 378.  Note: Crown Castle is listed as a "sponsor."
https://sd33.senate.ca.gov/sites/sd33.senate.ca.gov/files/sb_378_gonzalez_fact_sheet.pdf

###  The League of California Cities initially opposed it (03-17-21)
https://www.calcities.org/docs/default-source/public-works-officers-institute---session-materials/legislative-update.pdf?sfvrsn=157e404b_3
but then "watched" it (05-12-21).
https://www.calcities.org/docs/default-source/guide-to-local-recovery-resources/may-12-13---legislative-action-days-day-1.pdf?Status=Master&sfvrsn=f9289b13_3

The law also requires the City to adopt or amend its existing policies, ordinances, codes, or construction rules to allow for microtrenching for fiber. The Public Works Department
in collaboration with the City Attorney’s Office, Utilities and Urban Forestry, is developing a micro-trenching standard for the City which will further inform on how this method may
be implemented in the future.

As a part of ongoing efforts to explore potential cost savings for building FTTP, staff evaluated micro-trenching and found although there may be construction cost savings of $10
– $20 million (high-level estimate) in the undergrounded “last mile” portions of a FTTP network, these savings are unlikely to be fully realized due to cost factors which would offset
a significant portion of potential savings. These cost factors include but are not limited to future outages, tree root protection, and impacts to street conditions. For a more thorough
calculation of cost savings applying micro-trench, Magellan may need up to four months to conduct a field survey in the underground areas and redesign the architecture of the
FTTP network.

The cost savings and efficiency gained by using micro trenching is achieved when it is used in large volume. To realize the full savings of micro-trench, the City would have to
utilize microtrenching for largest part of underground construction. One of the advantages that allows micro trenching to be less costly is the depth placement of conduit, which is
also a disadvantage to operating and maintaining the network. The cost to mobilize equipment and crew to microtrench small segments and/or service laterals would potentially
outweigh construction cost savings combined with high risk of future outages.

Although micro-trenching has the potential to result in reduced construction costs and faster implementation time in high density and rural areas, staff’s research suggests there
are longterm risks in Palo Alto such as network reliability, impact to the City’s street pavement condition index score, and the effect on tree canopies – all of which may
significantly outweigh the construction benefits. Based on these concerns, staff does not recommend using microtrenching to build the FTTP network in underground districts.
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Use of Fiber surplus for FTTP and other City services

To date, the City has accumulated a surplus of approximately $34 million through its dark fiber licensing revenues. This surplus may be used for capital expenditures related to the
fiber network, including the FTTP buildout, or as unrestricted funds. However, potential uses for future surpluses—particularly from a FTTP line of business—are less clear. The
legal landscape for local government revenues, especially revenues contemplated for expenditure on general municipal services, is complex and frequently changing either
through ballot initiatives or litigation over the meaning and application of existing laws.

For present purposes, the most significant State law is Prop 26 [2], the 2010 ballot initiative that amended the California Constitution to expand the general definition of a tax to
include "any…charge…of any kind imposed by a local government." If Prop 26 applies to a local government fee or charge, the charge must either fall within one of seven
enumerated exceptions or be imposed with voter approval. The stated intent behind Prop 26 was to close a "loophole" under which the state and local governments "disguised
new taxes as 'fees' in order to extract even more revenue from California taxpayers without having to abide by these constitutional voting requirements."

In August of this year, the California Supreme Court issued a decision in Zolly vs. City of Oakland that clarified a previously unresolved question about the meaning of the phrase
"imposed by a local government" in the context of franchise fees paid by the City of Oakland's solid waste and recycling service providers. The City of Oakland argued the
franchise fees are not “imposed by a local government” because they were a product of voluntary contractual negotiations and therefore Prop 26 does not apply to such fees. The
Supreme Court rejected this argument, finding that the ordinary meaning of the word “imposed” is “enacted” and it is sufficient that

----------

[2] The full text of the Prop 26 provisions discussed in this staff report is as follows:

(e) As used in this article, “tax” means any levy, charge, or exaction of any kind imposed by a local government, except the following:

(1) A charge imposed for a specific benefit conferred or privilege granted directly to the payor that is not provided to those not charged, and which does not exceed the reasonable
costs to the local government of conferring the benefit or granting the privilege.

(2) A charge imposed for a specific government service or product provided directly to the payor that is not provided to those not charged, and which does not exceed the
reasonable costs to the local government of providing the service or product.

(3) A charge imposed for the reasonable regulatory costs to a local government for issuing licenses and permits, performing investigations, inspections, and audits, enforcing
agricultural marketing orders, and the administrative enforcement and adjudication thereof. 

4) A charge imposed for entrance to or use of local government property, or the purchase, rental, or lease of local government property.

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220SB378
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billVotesClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220SB378
https://sd33.senate.ca.gov/sites/sd33.senate.ca.gov/files/sb_378_gonzalez_fact_sheet.pdf
https://www.calcities.org/docs/default-source/public-works-officers-institute---session-materials/legislative-update.pdf?sfvrsn=157e404b_3
https://www.calcities.org/docs/default-source/guide-to-local-recovery-resources/may-12-13---legislative-action-days-day-1.pdf?Status=Master&sfvrsn=f9289b13_3


(5) A fine, penalty, or other monetary charge imposed by the judicial branch of government or a local government, as a result of a violation of law.

(6) A charge imposed as a condition of property development.

(7) Assessments and property-related fees imposed in accordance with the provisions of Article XIII D (Prop 218). Article XIIC, Section 1(e) of the California Constitution

### A similar but not identical version appears here, page 10
https://www.cacities.org/UploadedFiles/LeagueInternet/76/76adbe58-ba68-4aac-95a8-94ebcba43425.pdf
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Oakland exercised its legal authority to execute the two franchise agreements and then enacted those charges into law by ordinance.

A court could very possibly reach a similar conclusion regarding the applicability of Prop 26 to the City's fiber utility's charges. However, the full impact of the Zolly decision on the
fiber utility rates is still unclear because another Prop 26 case (Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association vs. Bay Area Toll Authority) currently pending before the California Supreme
Court will provide additional guidance on how the various exceptions to Prop 26 might apply in the context of the fiber utility. In addition, a statewide initiative that would impose
even stricter limitations on local government fees and charges [3] appears likely to qualify for the ballot in the 2024 election. Staff will continue to monitor these developments and
their implications for the fiber utility's revenue potential.

Options to build FTTP and enhance broadband service in Palo Alto

Upon review of the findings from the joint session and follow-up information incorporated into this report, options for providing FTTP and enhancing broadband service were
narrowed down to the following three:

Option 1. Build backbone and citywide FTTP within five years with $98M of Revenue Bond financing

Based on the current business models and anticipated construction costs for the fiber backbone and FTTP distribution network, the project team estimates a funding gap of
approximately $98 million to be allocated in both the Fiber Fund and Electric Fund. The allocation for the construction costs and the bond financing structure would still need to be
finalized based on actual plans.

Table 1. Cost estimates as of August 2022

Costs                  Current Estimates 2022

Fiber Backbone                   $25.6 M
Fiber-to-the-Premise            $102.3 M
Working Capital Set Aside        $15.0 M
Total Costs                     $142.9 M

Funding                Current Estimates 2022

Cost Savings if Built Jointly   ($10.9 M)
Existing Fiber Fund             ($34.0 M)
Total New Funding Required       $98.0 M

----------

[3] Taxpayer Protection and Government Accountability Act

###  08-12-22: "Campaign to increase vote threshold for new or increased taxes in California submits signatures for a place on the 2024 ballot"
https://news.ballotpedia.org/2022/08/12/campaign-to-increase-vote-threshold-for-new-or-increased-taxes-in-california-submits-signatures-for-a-place-on-the-2024-ballot/
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New Funding Allocation*     Fiber $80 M - $85 M
                         Electric $13 M - $18 M

Utility Revenue Bonds are a cost-effective option for long-term capital improvement projects with a large funding gap such as the $98M in this project. There are various revenue
bonds structures and potential bond rating assumptions which could be applied for the fiber backbone and FTTP distribution network. The bonds are anticipated to be issued by
both the Fiber Optics Fund for the FTTP construction, and the Electric Fund for the building the fiber backbone. Given the financial strength of the reserves, assets, and lack of
current debt by the Electric utility, the new revenue bonds for the backbone and FTTP has little to no impact on potential future Electric bond issuance(s). The Electric utility is the
City’s financially strongest utility, and the other City utilities with outstanding bonds have a triple A credit ratings from Standard and Poor’s therefore, staff anticipates the Electric
utility will also receive the highest credit rating as well. The credit rating for the Fiber utility is less certain, as is the credit rating for a combined (Fiber and Electric) bonds issuance.
The allocation of construction costs between the two funds and the bond financing structure is still being finalized, and the potential bond rating will be determined after a rating
presentation (usually occurs a month prior to the bond issuance). Typically, bond issuance takes three to four months to process. Sometimes it takes longer when associated to a
major construction contract Request for Proposal (RFP) being issued, receiving proposals, and evaluating bids to determine the lowest responsible bidder. The RFP process
needs to be substantially completed to determine the final amount of the bond issuance since this result can substantially differ from the Engineer project cost estimate.

The table below shows the preliminary potential bond structures estimated on a 30-year $98 million (par) bond issuance needed to fund the project gap for the following scenarios:
Table 2. Debt Schedule as of August 2022

Scenario Rating Capitalized  All-In    Annual   Total
                Interest     True      Average  Debt
                             Interest  Debt     Service
                             Cost      Service  (net of Capl)

   1*     AA+   18 months     4.42%   $6.47 M   $186.82 M
   2**    AA+   None          4.42%   $5.96 M   $179.45 M
   3*     AA    18 months     4.49%   $6.52 M   $188.34 M
   4**    AA    None          4.49%   $6.01 M   $180.80 M

*Scenarios 1 and 3: 18 months Capitalized Interest. First three (interest only) semi-annual debt service payments during project construction are paid by bond funds. This amount
is added to the principal bond issuance.

**Scenarios 2 and 4: No capitalized interest. First debt service would be due six months after the bond issuance
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The advantages of option 1 is it seeks to provide every resident and business in Palo Alto with equal access to Palo Alto Fiber within five years so construction bid prices may be
more favorable and competitive with a larger construction project and economies of scale, and the customer take rates would be higher due to speed-to-market and favorable
momentum for Palo Alto Fiber. In addition to providing fiber broadband high-speed internet access to all residents and businesses, the new citywide FTTP network will provide
more dark fiber licensing opportunities, support “smart city” initiatives for all departments, and serve as future telecommunication infrastructure for City or third-party needs
throughout the city. There may also be construction savings of approximately 25% in areas where the City must replace poles or trench to upgrade its electrical distribution system
for the grid modernization project. Staff will evaluate total FTTP and grid modernization joint savings after the construction buildout areas are determined.

https://www.cacities.org/UploadedFiles/LeagueInternet/76/76adbe58-ba68-4aac-95a8-94ebcba43425.pdf
https://news.ballotpedia.org/2022/08/12/campaign-to-increase-vote-threshold-for-new-or-increased-taxes-in-california-submits-signatures-for-a-place-on-the-2024-ballot/


The disadvantages of option 1 is the reliance on customer take rate to be financially sustainable. Given the uncertainties with take rate, and how existing ISP incumbents may
respond in an adversarial manner to further impact take rates, there is a risk if Palo Alto Fiber cannot attain a minimum take rate of 25% after the build out, the City will have to
adjust the construction schedule, and/or identify other sources (i.e. General Fund, partnership) of funding to repay the outstanding debt amount.

Option 2. Build fiber backbone and FTTP with existing fiber reserves under a phased approach.

The phased deployment approach will decrease the City’s financial risk because no bond financing is required. Construction can be phased to start in areas with higher potential
take rates and lower accessibility to fiber internet, ramping up instead of committing to a full deployment. With a ramp up approach, the City could build up revenues from dark
fiber licensing and incremental FTTP deployments to reinvest into building out more of the fiber network in subsequent areas instead of taking on new debt. Depending on the
viability of the City ISP business and take rate percentage, Council has the option to accelerate the FTTP citywide buildout with or without bond financing in future years. If Council
decides to bond finance the remainder of citywide FTTP, it will take about two months to complete financing after Council’s approval. Staff will provide key financial information
(i.e. number of subscribers, revenue, expenses) on a regular basis to inform Council of the new FTTP business and decide whether the City should 1) continue the phased
approach; 2) seek revenue bond financing to accelerate the buildout; 3) pause FTTP expansion.

Under the phased approach, and assuming a $20 million capital investment in the first phase of FTTP, the City can provide access to 20% - 30% of homes and businesses within
2-3 years. Magellan developed three potential phase 1 deployment models for FTTP with the following initial build out scenarios (Attachment B):

###  In the REVISED staff report, Attachment B is included at PDF page 282, but it is called Attachment A.

1. Areas with the lowest construction cost and highest density

2. Areas with the highest demand based on deposits
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3. Areas without AT&T Fiber, with the goal of increasing take rates

                            Areas of   Areas     Areas
                         Lowest Cost,  of        without
                             Highest   Highest   AT&T
                             Density   Demand    Fiber

Total Cost                     $20 M    $20 M    $20 M
Single-Family with Access      4,231    3,540    3,186
Multi-Family with Access       6,213    4,712    4,594
Total Homes with Access       10,444    8,252    7,780
Total Businesses with Access   1,064      879      912
Total Homes and               11,508    9,131    8,692
  Businesses with Access

In response to the UAC request, Magellan created a citywide heatmap of broadband speed from 25 Mbp to 1Gbp or greater based on 1,700 self-reported speed tests from the
internet survey (Attachment C).

###  It should say "Mbps," not "Mbp," and "1 Gbps," not "1Gbp."

###  In the REVISED staff report, Attachment C is included on PDF page 283, but it is called Attachment B.

Based on the heatmap, it is inconclusive whether there are neighborhoods with access to only low speed internet since there are adjacent neighborhoods with moderate to high
speed access. Therefore, the speed test heatmaps are not a conclusive indicator of areas where speeds may be lower, and resultantly where the City should potentially focus its
initial deployment.

For option 2, Magellan created a construction map for phase 1 incorporating the various scenarios of lowest cost, highest density, least competition, and highest demand.
(Attachment D).

###  In the REVISED staff report, Attachment D is included on PDF page 284, but it is called Attachment C.

###  The map demoed at the 11-02-22 UAC meeting -- from which Attachment D is derived -- is interactive.  Has staff considered providing the interactive map to UAC, Council,
and the public?

###  The FCC has recently released a new interactive map of who has access to broadband.
https://broadbandmap.fcc.gov/location-summary/fixed?
location_id=1319618599&addr1=731+COLORADO+AVE&addr2=PALO+ALTO%2C+CA+94303&zoom=15.00&vlon=-122.127510&vlat=37.433909&br=r&speed=1000_100&tech=3
I have initialized this copy of the map to view my house, and to view only fiber technology and only 1000/100 Mbps speed (and faster).  Green dots are where you can get
service.  Red dots are where you can't.  You can pan and zoom.  By clicking on the "gear" icon, you can select the technology and speed you want to view.

###  The map has lots of mistakes.  MuniNetworks recommends that people fix the mistakes they see, because it might affect a community's ability to get a federal grant for
broadband.
https://muninetworks.org/content/new-resource-how-submit-challenges-fcc-broadband-map

The advantage of option 2 is no initial bond financing required with $34 million of Fiber Reserves and $13 million contributions from the Electric Fund. The City can build a
dedicated fiber backbone for the Electric utility to enhance reliability, security, redundancy, and future electric-related initiatives such as automated SCADA sensors. The City will
also be able to provide internet access to approximately 20% - 30% of homes and residents who prefer to switch to City-owned ISP. Council can decide whether to accelerate or
decelerate the FTTP expansion plan in one or two years based on how the deployment of Phase 1 goes. Under Option 2, the City will evaluate the feasibility of integrating FTTP
expansion into future capital improvement projects such as electric grid modernization, electrification and undergrounding. Similar to option 1, there may be construction savings
of approximately 25% in areas where the City must replace poles or trench to upgrade its electrical distribution system for the grid modernization project. Staff will evaluate total
FTTP and grid modernization joint savings after phase 1 construction buildout areas are determined.
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The disadvantages of Option 2 are primarily the longer implementation time, which would likely impact take rates and weaken the City’s competitive position. Additionally, the
phased approach could impact equity as not all parts of the community would be built out at the same time.

Option 3. Build fiber backbone, Pause City-owned ISP plans, and Collaborate with private ISPs

The City’s fiber optic backbone network was planned, designed and constructed in the mid to late 1990s. The estimated useful life of fiber plant is typically 30 to 40 years.

###  There is a wide variety of estimates about this.  Virtually all FTTP networks deployed so far haven't failed because their fiber plants are too old, so there isn't much data on
when they will fail.  In this 12-02-22 video, at 27:10,
https://muninetworks.org/content/mapping-challenge-process-pon-vs-active-ethernet-and-market-pricing-episode-59-connect-show
Consultant Doug Dawson says, "But I've had private conversations with engineers at Corning who are guessing that it's at least 75 years.  But they can't -- they won't say that out
loud.  The lawyers won't let them do it.  But it's certainly not 25 years."

The Utilities Department began to license dark fiber service connections for commercial purposes in the late 1990s. Since then, several sections of the fiber network have reached
capacity, which limits the City's ability to effectively serve its existing customers and acquire new customers. Building a separate fiber backbone is essential to maintaining and

https://broadbandmap.fcc.gov/location-summary/fixed?location_id=1319618599&addr1=731+COLORADO+AVE&addr2=PALO+ALTO%2C+CA+94303&zoom=15.00&vlon=-122.127510&vlat=37.433909&br=r&speed=1000_100&tech=3
https://broadbandmap.fcc.gov/location-summary/fixed?location_id=1319618599&addr1=731+COLORADO+AVE&addr2=PALO+ALTO%2C+CA+94303&zoom=15.00&vlon=-122.127510&vlat=37.433909&br=r&speed=1000_100&tech=3
https://muninetworks.org/content/new-resource-how-submit-challenges-fcc-broadband-map
https://muninetworks.org/content/mapping-challenge-process-pon-vs-active-ethernet-and-market-pricing-episode-59-connect-show


improving network reliability and security, increasing network coverage and capacity for commercial dark fiber customers, and supporting some “smart city” initiatives for City
departments such as Information Technology, Office of Emergency Services, Public Safety, Public Works, Transportation and Utilities.

In light of future network and service upgrade plans by incumbent ISPs and the development of emerging technologies such as mobile and fixed 5G wireless,

###  There's no reason to think that wireless technologies ("emerging" or otherwise) will ever be an acceptable substitute for FTTP.  The 12-02-22 video cited above discusses
this at length.

instead of building out the last mile the same time, the City may postpone its FTTP development. The City could, instead, identify resources to improve coordination of City
policies, processes, and access to communication infrastructure in the PROW to facilitate network upgrades. These efforts could enhance transparency and predictability for ISPs
planning network upgrades and/or building new networks. In general, municipal strategies for advancing broadband deployment without building their own FTTP are typically to:

1. Facilitate access to key assets such as fiber, communication conduit and utility poles in the PROW in addition to access to City-owned real property;

2. Provide frequently used information such as construction standards and pole requirements to potential broadband service providers; and

3. Streamline and publicize local construction, PROW and permitting processes.

The advantages of option 3 are primarily proceeding with building the fiber backbone to provide a more robust network and increase capacity, possibly creating new opportunities
for dark fiber licensing in fiber congested areas such as Stanford Research Park. Dark fiber reserve could be redistributed to support other City initiatives such as grid
modernization or electrification. The City could focus on working with existing ISPs to enhance broadband service throughout the City with substantially less financial investment
and risk for the City as delivery of broadband services would be completely controlled by the existing providers.

The disadvantages of option 3 are postponing FTTP. If FTTP is resumed at a future date, labor and materials costs may be higher, other providers may be further entrenched, and
the City’s share of the market would be limited or more difficult to compete in, dwindling any chances for the community to invest in a community-owned asset. New technologies
such as wireless could
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evolve and become widely available to residents and businesses, further reducing market share. The net impact to the community for postponing FTTP is a loss in the opportunity
for the City to maintain local control of how broadband is delivered in Palo Alto citizens and businesses, in terms of pricing, internet speeds, net neutrality, and privacy.

UAC/Staff Feedback

The UAC noted there are portions of the City which present an opportunity for more parity based on the map provided from Magellan. The map indicates there are areas with
higher customer demand and no fiber broadband options which the City can serve. With rising interest rates and uncertain take rates, UAC recommended option 2 which provides
a path forward that helps mitigate some of these risks. Staff acknowledged the phased approach was previously not recommended as it stretched the implementation timeline to
10-20 years. However, the phased approach provides the City opportunities to check in and evaluate if take rates justify continued build out at a faster pace. Construction of the
first phase may take 12 – 24 months; however, community interest may accelerate the construction of subsequent phases. Furthermore, the phased construction approach may
also be more efficient and cost-effective to overlap with the electric grid modernization work.

Resource Impact

                     Option 1           Option 2            Option 3
Description       Fiber Backbone +   Fiber Backbone +    Fiber Backbone +
                  FTTP in 5 years    $20M FTTP Phase 1   Pause City FTTP

Expenses:
Fiber Backbone            $25.6 M          $25.6 M          $25.6 M
Fiber-to-the-Premises    $102.3 M          $20.0 M           $0.0
Working Capital           $15.0 M           $3.0 M           $0.0
Total Costs              $142.9 M          $48.6 M          $25.6 M
Funding:
Cost Savings if          ($10.9 M)         ($1.7 M)            -
  Built Jointly
Fiber Fund               ($34.0 M)        ($34.0 M)        ($12.8 M)
Electric Fund              $0.00          ($12.9 M)        ($12.8 M)
Total Funding/Savings    ($57.9 M)        ($48.6 M)        ($25.6 M)
New Funding Required      $98.0 M*         $ 0.0            $ 0.0

* Allocation of revenue bond between Electric and Fiber will be determined based on actual construction costs.
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The staffing resources needed to implement, support, and manage options 1 and 2 are included in the working capital estimates in the table above. However, staff will need to
bring forward new job classifications if the City Council chooses to proceed with options 1 or 2.

Stakeholder Engagement

On September 19, 2022, City Council and UAC held a public joint session to discuss the City’s fiber expansion plan and specifically FTTP. The joint session included information
for Council and UAC as they consider next steps for FTTP. The information included FTTP engineering design details, construction cost estimates, market analysis results,
financial models, and organizational structure options.

On November 2, 2022, the UAC unanimously (6-0, Bowie absent) recommended Option 2 – build fiber backbone and FTTP under a phased approach with existing funds ($34
million from Fiber and $13 million from Electric) (Staff Report #14845).

### 11-02-22 staff report:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/utilities-advisory-commission/archived-agenda-and-minutes/agendas-and-minutes-
2022/11-02-2022/11-02-2022-uac-agenda-and-packet.pdf

UAC expressed the goal of FTTP is to provide ubiquitous or citywide high-speed internet access to all residents and businesses in Palo Alto. Option 2 can become a springboard
to Option 1 which is a citywide FTTP deployment within five years if phase 1 of Palo Alto Fiber is deemed to be successful and financially self-sustaining. Other topics raised
during the meeting was partnering with an ISP service since the City does not have experience in this area which is under consideration with the outsourcing model. Multi-dwelling
unit (MDU) is a different market segment than residential or commercial customers because most property owners have an exclusive multi-year term contractual agreement with
an ISP. If Council approves Option 1 or 2, the City will begin a MDU marketing campaign in the beginning of 2023 to gauge MDU interest in negotiating access agreement.

Environmental Review

Council action on this item is not a project as defined by CEQA because the Council direction regarding the fiber utility is a general policy making activity. CEQA Guidelines
section 15378(b)(2)."

Attachments:

• Attachment20.a: Attachment A: Comparison to Other Municipalities

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/utilities-advisory-commission/archived-agenda-and-minutes/agendas-and-minutes-2022/11-02-2022/11-02-2022-uac-agenda-and-packet.pdf
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/utilities-advisory-commission/archived-agenda-and-minutes/agendas-and-minutes-2022/11-02-2022/11-02-2022-uac-agenda-and-packet.pdf


###  Attachments B, C, and D are not mentioned here, but in the REVISED staff report, they exist on PDF pages 282, 283, and 284.
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Attachment A -- Examples of Municipal Broadband

###  This source (updated 01-01-22) lists seventeen "Municipal Broadband Providers in California"
https://www.connectcalifornia.com/internet-service/municipal-broadband-providers

###  I won't try to put the following text information from the staff report into a table format.  Sorry.

Public Agency State Type Utilities Offered Incumbent Telecom  Providers Publicly owned  and built Public Agency  as the ISP 100%  buildout Additional comments/notes

###  Column headings.

Alameda, City of CA Electric AT&T; Xfinity Yes Yes Yes When initially built, the City hired a contractor to provide ISP support. Hybrid Fiber Coax network sold 
to Comcast in 2008.

###  Alameda chose to deploy HFC, not FTTP.  (A 05-07-03 Palo Alto staff report, at the behest of UAC Commissioner Rosenbaum, looked into the HFC vs. FTTP question and
concluded that FTTP would be better.  Too bad Alameda didn't do that.)  Alameda did TV.  We propose not to do TV.  Alameda chose a flakey private sector partner.  I hope we
don't chose to do a partnership.

Anaheim, City of CA Dark Fiber, Electric, Water AT&T; Spectrum No Unknown Yes

###  Anaheim does dark fiber, but we don't need to learn how to do that.  (Anaheim names its dark fiber customers.  But we don't.)
https://www.anaheim.net/5996/Fiber-Lease-Agreement

Atherton, Town of CA None AT&T; Xfinity No Unknown WIP Atherton Fiber is not a municipally‐owned enterprise. City allowed PROW access.

###  Atherton Fiber is not a municipal effort, so why mention it?

Beverly Hills, City of CA Solid Waste, Storm Water, Waste Water, Water AT&T; Spectrum Yes Unknown Yes
Citywide FTTP project halted and resumed, currently the project is under evaluation.

###  Beverly Hills: "March 7, 2022. The implementation of the completed assets of the City’s Fiber to the Premise Project is currently under evaluation."
http://www.beverlyhills.org/departments/informationtechnology/beverlyhillsfiber/

Brentwood, City of CA Garbage, Sewer, Water AT&T; Xfinity No No No City leases conduit to Sonic in select areas of the city where the city installed empty communication 
conduit for new housing developments.

###  Brentwood has a policy of deploying conduit for new construction.  Sonic took advantage of that.
https://muninetworks.org/content/sonicnet-lights-brentwood-ca

Burbank, City of CA Dark Fiber [1], Electric, Water AT&T; Spectrum No Yes No Commercial Dark Fiber and Business Internet Services.

###  Burbank
https://www.burbankwaterandpower.com/one-services

Chattanooga EPB TN Electric, Fiber AT&T; Xfinity Yes Yes Yes Chattanooga Electric Power Board FTTP network offers Internet Broadband, Cable TV and Phone

###  Chattanooga's EPB (Electric Power Board) has a famous FTTP network.  Internet speeds to 25 Gbps (symmetrical) for all residences and businesses.  Residential 1 Gbps
(symmetrical) is $67.99 per month.
https://epb.com/

Culver City CA Dark Fiber, Electric, Water AT&T; Spectrum No No No Partnership with CLEC Onward ‐ Business Internet.

###  Culver City -- businesses only
https://www.culvercity.org/City-Projects/Culver-Connect-Municipal-Fiber-Network

Fort Collins, City of CO Electric, Water, Wastewater, Stormwater, Fiber CenturyLink; Xfinity Yes Yes WIP
Fort Collins Utilities is a member of the Platte River Power Authority.  FTTP network brand name is  Connexion  ‐ offers Internet, TV and Phone

###  Fort Collins -- Internet speeds to 10 Gbps (symmetrical).  Residential 1 Gbps (symmetrical) is $59.95 per month.  (For Wi-Fi in the home, an additional $9.95 per month.)
https://fcconnexion.com/

###  This 11-03-22 report says construction of the citywide FTTP network will be complete by the end of 2022.
https://www.fcgov.com/citymanager/report?report_id=latest    (This URL may not be permanent.)

###   Here's a construction map.
https://fcconnexion.com/construction-map/

###  Fort Collins' FTTP take rate is 31% (January 2022)  Not bad for a network that's still being constructed.
https://fcconnexion.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/January-2022-connexion-monthly-report.pdf

Fresno, City of CA Sewer, Wastewater, Water AT&T; Xfinity No No No

###  Fresno did an RFQ in 2016 for a "Gigabit Wireless and/or Wired/Fiber System"
https://www.fresno.gov/informationservices/gigabit-fresno/
I didn't find evidence that anything came of it.

Glendale, City of CA Dark Fiber, Electric, Water AT&T; Spectrum No Planning Planning Curently working with Magellan on Fiber Optic Business Plan for network expansion

###  Glendale (population 192,366) is considering building a municipal FTTP network for businesses, for about $10 million.  So, not for residences.
https://www.glendaleca.gov/government/departments/glendale-water-and-power/business-customers/glendale-fiber-optic-solutions

Hillsboro, City of OR Water, Wastewater CenturyLink; Xfinity Yes Yes WIP Hillsboro FTTP network brand name is HighLight ‐  offers High‐Speed Internet and Digital Voice

###  Hillsboro -- Internet speeds to 4 Gbps (symmetrical).  Residential 1 Gbps (symmetrical) is $55.00 per month.  (For Wi-Fi in the home, an additional $5.00 per month.)
https://www.hillsboro-oregon.gov/services/hilight/rates-and-services
They hope to be citywide by FY 2027.
https://www.hillsboro-oregon.gov/home/showpublishedimage/28308/637805299204970000

###  Incremental approach.
https://muninetworks.org/content/hillsboro-hilight-55-gig

https://www.connectcalifornia.com/internet-service/municipal-broadband-providers
https://www.anaheim.net/5996/Fiber-Lease-Agreement
http://www.beverlyhills.org/departments/informationtechnology/beverlyhillsfiber/
https://muninetworks.org/content/sonicnet-lights-brentwood-ca
https://www.burbankwaterandpower.com/one-services
https://epb.com/
https://www.culvercity.org/City-Projects/Culver-Connect-Municipal-Fiber-Network
https://fcconnexion.com/
https://www.fcgov.com/citymanager/report?report_id=latest
https://fcconnexion.com/construction-map/
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Huntington Beach, City of CA Dark Fiber [1], Sewer, Trash, Water Spectrum; Frontier No No No

###  Huntington Beach considered municipal FTTP.
https://www.govtech.com/dc/articles/huntington-beach-calif-considers-offering-broadband-as-a-utility.html?mc_cid=578a10095f&mc_eid=2910c7b52b
but apparently decided not to do it.
https://www.huntingtonbeachca.gov/residents/utility-services/

Lafayette Utilities System LA Electric, Water, Wastewater, Fiber  AT&T; Cox Yes Yes Yes LUS FIBER FTTP network offers Broadband Internet, Cable TV and Phone

###  Lafayette -- Internet speeds to 10 Gbps (symmetrical).  Residential 1 Gbps (symmetrical) is $117.95 per month  (For Wi-Fi in the home, add 14.99 per month.)
https://www.lusfiber.com/standardpricing

Loma Linda, City of CA Refuse, Sewer, Water AT&T; Spectrum Yes [1] Yes No City FTTP is limited to select areas and provided to homes built after 2004.

###  Loma Linda -- Internet speeds to 15 Mbps (symmetrical, I suppose).  Residential 15 Mbps (symmetrical, I suppose) is $99.95 per month.  So, too slow and too expensive.
https://www.lomalinda-ca.gov/services/l_l_c_c_p/f_a_q_s/other_f_a_q_s

Long Beach, City of CA Dark Fiber [1], Gas, Water Spectrum; Frontier No No No

Longmont, City of CO Electric, Fiber CenturyLink; Xfinity Yes Yes Yes Longmont Power & Communications is a member of the Platte River Power Authority. FTTP network 
brand name is NextLight

###  Longmont -- NextLight -- Internet speeds to 10 Gbps (symmetrical).  Residential 1 Gbps (symmetrical) is $69.95 per month.
https://mynextlight.com/residential/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI1Y209P_5-wIVojWtBh32sgyTEAAYASABEgKxtfD_BwE
But "charter members" get 1 Gbps for $49.95 per month.
https://mynextlight.com/terms-conditions/

###  Longmont's FTTP take rate is 60% (11-15-21)
https://www.providencejournal.com/story/opinion/2021/11/15/opinion-ruggiero-why-ri-needs-municipal-broadband-infrastructure/6360935001/

Los Angeles, City of CA Dark Fiber [1], Electric, Water AT&T; Spectrum No No No Commercial Dark Fiber and Business Internet Services.

Loveland, City of CO Electric; Water, Fiber CenturyLink; Xfinity Yes Yes WIP
Loveland Water & Power is a member of the Platte River Power Authority. FTTP network brand Name  is Pulse  ‐ offers Internet TV and Phone

###  Loveland -- Pulse -- Internet speeds to 10 Gbps (symmetrical).  Residential 1 Gbps (symmetrical) is $74.95 per month.
https://www.lovelandpulse.com/residential/internet/

###  Loveland's FTTP take rate is 30%.  Construction is 84% complete, the "active service area" is 59%.  The expected take rate after full buildout is 42% (October 2022)
https://www.lovelandpulse.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Fiber-to-the-Premise-Dashboard-October-2022.pdf
Construction history here:
https://www.lovelandpulse.com/monthly-progress-reports/

Ontario, City of CA Dark Fiber, Wastewater, Water Spectrum; Frontier No No WIP Partnership with CLEC Onward ‐ Residential and Business Internet.

###  Ontario just refers you to Onward.
https://www.ontarioca.gov/fiber
Onward:
https://getonward.com/residential/

Palo Alto, City of CA Dark Fiber, Electric, Gas, Wastewater, Water AT&T; Xfinity TBD

Pasadena, City of CA Electric, Water AT&T; Spectrum No No No Commercial Dark Fiber and Business Internet Services.

###  Pasadena -- no residential FTTP.
https://www.cityofpasadena.net/information-technology/fiber-services/

Plumas‐Sierra Electric Co‐op CA Electric, Fiber/Coax/Wireless/Satellite Broadband AT&T Yes Yes No
Plumas‐Sierra Electric Co‐op serves Plumas, Sierra, Lassen & Washoe Counties

###  Plumas-Sierra -- doesn't have much FTTP (see map).  FTTP -- Residential 1 Gbps (symmetrical) is $199 per month.
https://www.plumassierratelecommunications.com/services/residential/

Rancho Cucamonga, City of CA Broadband, Electric, Water AT&T; Spectrum No No WIP
City Muni Broadband partners with CLEC Onward ‐ Residential & Business Internet. City funded the  fiber.

###  Rancho Cucamonga -- Residential 1 Gbps (symmetrical?) is $69.95 per month.  For now, only greenfield.
https://www.cityofrc.us/rcmu/rcmu-residential
See map:
https://regis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d1640a4f45fd48eebd712408537580a3

Riverside, City of CA Dark Fiber, Electric, Water AT&T; Spectrum No No Planning Council recently approved agreement with SiFi to build FTTP ($300M) ‐ Open Access Model.

###  Riverside:  05-20-22 press release:
https://riversideca.gov/press/city-riverside-receive-citywide-high-speed-fiber-network-following-approval-agreement-sifi
"Only about 39 percent of homes in Riverside currently have access to high-speed fiber, according to City estimates. SiFi, based in Delaware, will fund, design, construct and
maintain the system, which is expected to cost more than $300 million, and is required to be 95 percent complete within four years."  And "SiFi will market the open access system
to internet service providers that can use SiFi’s network to provide up to 10 gigabit broadband connectivity to residents and up to 100 gigabit connectivity to businesses."

###  SiFi  plans to deploy to 20 cities in California.
https://sifinetworks.com/corporate/state-california/
and 30 cities nationwide.  With speeds to 10 Gbps symmetrical.  (I think Fullerton is further along than Riverside.)
https://www.fiercetelecom.com/operators/sifi-networks-eyes-rollouts-30-cities-as-open-access-fiber-gains-traction

###  Pricing is up to the retail ISPs.  But 1 Gbps (symmetrical) might be $79 per month in Fullerton, according to this 04-26-19 announcement.
https://www.ctcnet.us/blog/sifi-announces-new-open-access-fiber-network-in-fullerton-california/
ISPs might do introductory pricing.
https://www.gigabitnow.com/fullerton/residential/#pricing

San Bruno, City of CA Fiber, Solid Waste, Waste Water, Water AT&T; San Bruno CityNet  Yes [2] Yes Yes [2]
City‐owned San Bruno CityNet Services is the incumbent cable TV and broadband provider. Former  name San Bruno Cable TV.

###  San Bruno offers municipal HFC service to most places, but FTTP to a few places.
https://sanbruno.ca.gov/825/Fiber-to-the-Home
Residential 1 Gbps (symmetrical?) is $85 per month.
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https://www.sanbruno.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/2884/Current-Rate-Sheet-Effective-03-01-22

San Francisco, City of CA Dark Fiber, Wastewater, Water AT&T; Xfinity No No No

###  Google "site:sfgov.org fiber <past-year> " just 1 hit.

###  But in the past there's been talk of a citywide municipal fiber network.  For example, 05-09-13: "Mayor Farrell Releases Report on Cost-Savings and Benefits from Proposed
Citywide Fiber Network"
https://sfgov.org/news/mayor-farrell-releases-report-cost-savings-and-benefits-proposed-citywide-fiber-network

San Leandro, City of CA None AT&T; Xfinity No No No City provides conduit while private partner provides the fiber and services to businesses for "Lit San Leandro".

###  Lit San Leandro.
https://litsanleandro.com/

Santa Clara, City of CA  Dark Fiber, Garbage, Sewer, Water AT&T; Xfinity No No No Santa Clara electric utility is called Silicon Valley Power.

###  Santa Clara's Silicon Valley Power (SVP) provides dark fiber services.
https://www.svpfiber.com/

Santa Cruz, City of CA Water AT&T; Xfinity No No No 2016: Drop efforts for City and local ISP Curzio Internet to build FTTP under a public‐private 
partnership agreement branded Santa Cruz Fiber. City is not involved with the limited self‐funded 

Santa Monica, City of CA Dark Fiber, Resource Recovery, Sewer, Water Spectrum; Frontier No No No Commerical dark fiber and Business Internet Services.

### Santa Monica's City Net does dark fiber plus FTTP to business, plus FTTP to a few MDUs (affordable housing).
https://www.smcitynet.com/
Residential 1 Gbps (symmetrical) is $69.00 per month.

Shafter, City of CA Fiber, Sewer, Trash, Water Optimum; AT&T Yes No Yes [2] Business and residential FTTP ‐ ISPs include Level 3 and Vast Networks.

###  Shafter relies on ISPs Lumen and Vast Networks.
http://www.shafterconnect.com/

###  I have the impression that the infrastructure is all FTTP (i.e., not HFC) (so footnote [2] is inapplicable).

Vallejo, City of CA Water AT&T; Xfinity No No No Partnership with CLEC Onward ‐ Residential and Business Internet.

###  VallejoNet is only for businesses.
https://vallejoca.hosted.civiclive.com/our_city/departments_divisions/city_manager/information_technology/vallejo_net_business_fiber_internet_access

Vernon, City of CA Fiber, Gas, Electric, Water AT&T; Spectrum Yes Yes Yes Primarily an industrial community with approx. 1,800 businesses; population 2020 census: 222 

###  Vernon's residential internet service for 20 Mbps is $35.77 per month.  Too slow.  Business internet service for 100 Mbps (symmetrical?) is $2,800 per month.  Too expensive
and too slow.
https://www.cityofvernon.org/government/public-utilities/rates-fees/-folder-50

###  I'd like to add Fairlawn, OH, to the list.
https://muninetworks.org/content/fairlawn-gig-adds-speed-lowers-price
They started building in 2015.  The take rate is 68 percent.  Internet speeds to 10 Gbps (symmetrical).  Residential 1 Gbps (symmetrical) service is $55 per month.

[1] Limited to regions/market segments
[2] Hybrid instead of just Fiber, for example Fiber Coax

###  Footnote [2] is applicable only to San Bruno, which had a citywide HFC network and then added FTTP in a few places.

--- PDF page 282 ---      --- packet page 281.1 ---

Attachment A -- Fiber Zones of Different Scenarios

###  This page was added to the REVISED staff report.  It's really what the staff report calls "Attachment B."  Let me call it Attachment B.

###  If an interactive map were available, I could zoom into an area of specific interest.

###  The color key has four colors: light blue, dark blue, magenta, and dark green.  The map has five highlighted colors: light blue, dark blue, magenta, dark green, and light
green.  What does light green mean?

###  The dark blue areas (where survey responders reported AT&T Fiber service) don't exactly match where the FCC map says fiber service at 1000/100 Mbps speed is
available.  (Keep in mind, the FCC map is known to have errors.)

--- PDF page 283 ---      --- packet page 281.2 ---

Attachment B -- Citywide Heatmap of Broadband Speed

###  This page was added to the REVISED staff report.  It's really what the staff report calls "Attachment C."  Let me call it Attachment C.

###  Is this map talking about only download speed, or about both download and upload speeds?  The data is based on speed tests performed by survey participants, so it's
based on what the participant subscribed to, not what he/she could have subscribed to.

###  I see that many areas identified in Attachment B as covered by AT&T Fiber are shown here as offering less than 1 Gbps speed.

--- PDF page 284 ---      --- packet page 281.3 ---

Attachment C -- Phase 1 -- FTTP Construction Map

###  This page was added to the REVISED staff report.  It's really what the staff report calls "Attachment D."  Let me call it Attachment D.

##################################################################################################################
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From: Hamilton Hitchings
To: Council, City
Cc: Batchelor, Dean
Subject: Municipal Residential Fiber: Please Avoid Bond Financing
Date: Friday, December 16, 2022 4:29:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council,

The Utilities Advisory Commission voted 6-0 to support Option 2, to proceed with building a 
partial fiber residential network without incurring bond debt.  The reasons they did not vote 
for option one included concerns about the risk of low take rates and the current record 
high interest rates. I support Option 3, enhancing the existing infrastructure and supporting 
smart city initiatives. However, at least Option 2 does not involve borrowing money. 
Unfortunately, it leaves the door open for future bond financing, which is problematic.

I think Option 1, which is to borrow $100 million up front to build a city wide fiber network, is 
too financially risky.

According to a UPenn Law School Study*1, which analyzed 20 municipalities which were 
willing to break out their fiber financials from the rest of their utilities, 11 were cash flow 
negative and another 5 will require over 100 years to pay back the amount they borrowed, 
and only the remaining two would be able to pay back on time.  One of those two profitable 
municipalities was essentially a business only offering so not representative. This study 
covered projects in the period from 2010 to 2014, when municipalities were without 
competition from private fiber providers. Since then conditions have become more 
competitive.  

For the 11 utilities that were cash flow negative that means they were not able to pay back 
even one dollar of the bond debt they incurred from their fiber revenue.  If the Palo Alto 
service was cash flow negative that would mean we would need to repay the approximately 
$200 million (including interest) from our general fund at the cost of other services such as 
public safety, affordable housing, climate initiatives, library hours, south Palo Alto rail 
crossings, and Cubberly modernization, etc…

When utilities have had to sell off their money losing fiber assets it’s typically been at a 
dramatic loss, such as Provo Utah, Marietta Georgia*1, Quincy Florida, Salisbury, NC; 
Bristol, VA; Burlington, VT; Groton, CT and Crosslake, MN*2, and they are left to pay off 
their bond obligations from the general fund.  Despite these many examples of failed 
municipal fiber services, our consultant, Magellan refused to name a single example of a 
failed fiber utility when asked by council. He also failed to mention that his examples of 
profitable fiber utilities were ones which had no existing fiber competitor when launched, 
unlike here in Palo Alto.

AT&T has been providing almost exactly the service that Palo Alto Municipal Fiber plans to 

mailto:hitchingsh@yahoo.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Dean.Batchelor@CityofPaloAlto.org


provide in terms of speed and price.  If you are unhappy with AT&T’s fiber customer 
service, you can also get it through Sonic, which I hear great things about.  There is 
essentially no value add of Palo Alto Municipal Fiber over AT&T Fiber.  Furthermore, in 
neighborhoods where AT&T is first to market or a close second, there will be very low take 
rates for Palo Alto Fiber. Thus we will be cash flow negative and have to repay all of that 
debt from the general fund.

In terms of take rates, AT&T Fiber already covers almost 30% of Palo Alto before recently 
expanding to Greenmeadow.  If we assume AT&T beats Palo Alto Fiber to market for 60% 
of the residents, that leaves a potential market of 40% of households. If we optimistically 
assume Palo Alto Fiber gets half of that, we get a 20% take rate, which would mean a 
money losing service.  However, this may be optimistic given AT&T could easily accelerate 
their rollout, offer marketing incentives such as the first 6 months free and also existing 
Comcast customers can continue to get high speed internet at half the price of Palo Alto 
Fiber. Finally, there is good chance we will have substantially higher costs than currently 
projected, limiting our ability to pay back the bond debt. 

The bottom line is a city wide offering is very likely to be money losing and cost 10s of 
millions up to 200 million from our general fund. Especially in areas where AT&T Fiber is 
first to market or a close second. Palo Alto Fiber is a nice to have offering and not worth 
betting our city’s finances on and the quality of all our existing services for. Please do not 
vote for Option 1.  Thank you.

Hamilton Hitchings

Footnotes:
*1: UPenn: Municipal Fiber in the United States: An Empirical Assessment of Financial 
Performance, by christopher S Yoo and Timothy Pfenninger, 2017, 
https://www.law.upenn.edu/live/files/6611-report-municipal-fiber-in-the-united-states-an 
*2: GON with the Wind: The Failed Promise of Government Owned Networks Across 
America, Taxpayers Protection Alliance, May 2020
https://www.protectingtaxpayers.org/wp-content/uploads/Broadband-Report-May-2020-
1.pdf 
*3: Broadband Myths: Does Municipal Broadband Scale Well to Fit U.S. Broadband 
Needs?, Doug Brake and Alexandra Bruer, June 2021
https://itif.org/publications/2021/06/24/broadband-myths-does-municipal-broadband-scale-
well-fit-us-broadband-needs/

https://www.law.upenn.edu/live/files/6611-report-municipal-fiber-in-the-united-states-an
https://www.protectingtaxpayers.org/wp-content/uploads/Broadband-Report-May-2020-1.pdf
https://www.protectingtaxpayers.org/wp-content/uploads/Broadband-Report-May-2020-1.pdf
https://itif.org/publications/2021/06/24/broadband-myths-does-municipal-broadband-scale-well-fit-us-broadband-needs/
https://itif.org/publications/2021/06/24/broadband-myths-does-municipal-broadband-scale-well-fit-us-broadband-needs/


From: Robert Smith
To: Council, City
Subject: Fiber to the Premises
Date: Friday, December 16, 2022 2:09:42 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from rlsmithjr@comcast.net. Learn why this is
important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Mayor and Council, City of Palo Alto

December 16, 2022

Dear Mayor and Council:

I am writing concerning Fiber to the Premises.  I welcome the latest plan which seems
to reduce the amount of city risk in fiber.  However, I have an alternative approach
which I think will work better.

I suggest that you partner with AT&T (or another provider if that is workable) to meet
actual city needs without requiring much city investment.  Here is how:

The city would contract with AT&T to provide the connectivity for the traffic
monitoring and similar projects. This seems like a worthwhile project but does
not require wiring everything in the city.
The city would identify areas that do not have adequate coverage (either AT&T
or Comcast) with AT&T undertaking to provide coverage. I am opposed to
building connectivity in areas that are already covered by a vendor that
customers could use.  Comcast should be considered a fully competent provider
of Internet services even if not, strictly speaking, "fiber".
The city could also consider selling its dark fiber business to AT&T or another
party. I suggest capturing the value before it is too late.

My goal here is to focus the city's resources on projects that it alone can do and to get
the city out of the fiber business without more effort.  There is a lot of work that needs
to be done.    

Thanks in advance.

Robert Smith
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From: Jo Ann Mandinach
To: Council, City
Subject: Please kill the $$$ Fiber Network project: PA has NO expertise
Date: Friday, December 16, 2022 9:09:15 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Burt and Council,

Please stop this pricey boondoggle,  Now we learn it won't serve the entire
community -- something most of us knew when we started asking questions about
neighborhoods with underground wiring which surprised the CPAU staff.

Not only is this ignorance of what's what unforgivable this is just another expensive
boondoggle "justified" by an absurd survey that doesn't let us say we don't want it!

Please get your act together and fix the electrical grid instead, restore full library
hours and stop wasting OUR money on your silly fantasies.

Most sincerely,
Jo Ann Mandinach
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From: Pete
To: Council, City
Subject: PA City Council consideration of the fiber to the premises (Palo Alto Fiber) project next steps
Date: Sunday, December 11, 2022 1:42:11 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from petenann@sonic.net. Learn why this is
important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Please consider the following for this project:

1.  Environmental impact - There are already networks of communication and
entertainment cables strung from poles in our neighborhoods.  They are ugly.  More cables
will be worse.

2.  Compatibility with existing networks - Will AT&T and COMCAST continue to
serve the Palo Alto Community.  How will the Palo Alto Fiber Project compare in cost and
service?  Will the PA Fiber capital investment affect my utility bill or property tax?

3.  Other Considerations -  All the Pros and Cons for this proposed project should be
made available to the Palo Alto Community.

Respectfully,

Peter Knopf
927 Paradise Way
Palo Alto  94306
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From: Nathan Jokel
To: Council, City
Subject: Email comment for 12/19/22 City Council Meeting - Palo Alto Fiber Next Steps
Date: Sunday, December 11, 2022 12:35:37 PM

Some people who received this message don't often get email from nathan.jokel@gmail.com. Learn why this is
important

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Palo Alto City Council and staff,

My name is Nathan Jokel, and I am a Palo Alto resident in the Palo Verde neighborhood.  I am
writing to voice my strong support for the Palo Alto Fiber project to move forward when the
council considers this matter during its December 19 meeting.

Over the past three years through the COVID-19 pandemic, broadband internet has become a
lifeline for people around the world, as they work remotely and gain access to all manner of
essential services like food delivery and healthcare via the internet.  Broadband internet has
become as important a utility as water or electricity service.  The residents of Palo Alto share
this need.  Even as the pandemic abates and companies return to hybrid work models, the way
we work is forever changed and many workers will work remotely at least part of the time,
depending on fast, reliable broadband internet to do so.

In our area, the only viable option for broadband internet is a single private ISP providing
cable internet, and we are not well served in terms of speed or reliability and have no
alternatives to switch to.  My wife and I both work remotely most of the time, and we have
had three internet outages in the past few months lasting several hours in each instance,
negatively impacting our productivity and ability to do our work. The fiber to the home project
would provide fast, reliable internet that our household and so many others like ours in Palo
Alto greatly need.

I would strongly recommend that the city proceed with the most expedient and fastest plan for
the fiber buildout, given the urgent need for this service in the community (i.e., Option 1:
Build fiber backbone and fiber to the premises within 5 years with a $98M revenue bond.)  I
believe the need for fiber is a priority and merits whatever funding means are necessary to
move the project ahead quickly.  Support for this initiative will ensure Palo Alto maintains its
status as a modern, leading community that leverages technology for the betterment of its
residents.  Furthermore, supporting Palo Alto residents working from home with fiber internet
will reduce the need for them to commute, reducing traffic and having a positive impact on the
environment.

Finally, I would request that the council consider prioritizing the Palo Verde neighborhood
during the fiber buildout.  In the map published on page 67 of the September 19th city council
meeting packet, our neighborhood (the Echelon community development off of E Meadow
Dr) is marked as blue or "Commercial Only Area."  This is not accurate, as there is a large
neighborhood of 50+ townhomes in this area, with many families who would benefit from the
fiber project.  I would request that the council consider including this area in its fiber buildout
plan in one of the earlier phases, and/or extending the existing dark fiber from the businesses
to the residential homes here.
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Thank you for your consideration.

Best,
Nathan Jokel
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Subject: Palo Alto Fiber
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I am NOT in favor of funding option 3 for the Palo Alto Fiber initiative as described in the
“Palo Alto Fiber Next Steps” article:

“ Option 3: Build fiber backbone, pause City-owned internet service
provider plans, and collaborate with private Internet Service Providers.”

Peter Naughton

Sent from my iPhone
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